The effect of mutations on peptide models of the DNA binding helix of p53: evidence for a correlation between structure and tumorigenesis.
The tumor suppresser protein p53 has been called the "guardian of the genome." DNA damage induces p53 to either halt the cell cycle, allowing for repair, or initiate apoptosis. P53 is mutated in over 50% of human tumors and it has been proposed that many tumorigenic mutations are deleterious to p53 because they induce local unfolding. To explore this hypothesis, peptide models have been developed to study tumorigenic mutations in the H2 helix of the p53 core domain. This helix is rich with charged residues and is a key component of the DNA binding region. A 16-residue peptide corresponding to the H2 wild-type sequence extended with an Ala-rich C-terminus was synthesized and studied by 1H-nmr (500 MHz) and CD. The nmr studies demonstrate that this peptide adopts helical structure in solution. Six additional peptides corresponding to subtle tumorigenic mutations were synthesized and CD was used to assess the relative stability of these "mutant analogues." All six mutations studied are destabilizing relative to the wild type, with delta delta G values in the range of 0.26 to 1.35 kcal mol-1. Surprisingly, substitution of Asp 281 with Ala resulted in a peptide with the greatest destabilization even though Ala possesses the largest helix propensity of the common 20 amino acids. Because this helix appears to be stabilized mainly by local electrostatics, we conclude that its structure is susceptible to even the most conservative mutations. These results provide support for the hypothesis that tumorigenic mutations induce local unfolding of p53.